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DRAFT.

The Living conditions and the cost of living in 
Madras do no^differ from those in Calcutta and 
Bombay. Even^Bank Award Recognised this fact and 
ha^. re commended adoption oT Dearness Allowance 
rates for all the big cities ever 5 lakhs~of~, 
population-,- --uniformly".

There has been a demand from the Central Govern
ment Servants living and working in Madras to 
raise Madras City to an ’A* Grade City for pur
poses of Dearness Allowance for the past few 
years.
This Conference requests the Government of India 
to raise the City of Madras to rA‘ zone and pay 
Dearness Allowance as given in the northern 
cities.
This conference further requests all the Manage
ments of the Commercial Firms having offices in 
Madras, Bombay, Delhi,, and Cawnpore and Calcutta to 
pay uniform scales o^Jlearness allowance and 
other privileges, as the conditions and cost of 
living do not materially differ.

This Conference further calls on the concerned 
Provincial Units of the A.I.T.U.C. to take up 
the matter towards raising the status of Madras 
to that of Calcutta or Bombay.
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This.25th Session of the All India Trade Union Congress 
-considers that the prime need .of India today is to undertake 
and fulfil the schemes of industrialisation of the country, and 
aug^menting its food production.

The Second Five Year Plan in principle is orientated .- „ 
towards industrialisation in as much as it has undertaken to 
build iron and steel plants, heavy engineering plants, coal 
mining machinery, oil exploration and drilling and so on. The 
completion of these schemes will strengthen the economy of the 
country and open the way to economic independence.

This Congress considers the following main features of the 
Second Five Year Plan deserve to be emphasised and calls upon 
the working-class to see that they are carried out despite the 
opposition of vested interests.. The first feature is that large 
part of the investments are and should be made in the State 
Sector, the enlargement of whose scope, brings these spheres of 
the economy under.the scrutiny of the Parliament and Legislatures, 
makes them amenable to popular control thereby and enables the 
working-class also to exercise its influence over them.

The Second Feature is that heavy engineering, machine 
building, coal mining, oil exploration etc. are to be undertaken 
and the state sector to speed up their development.

The Third Feature is that for all this development, sole 
reliance is not to be placed on aid from capitalist countries^ 
but countries of the. socialist camp, whose aid is given without 
strings, without profiteering and onerous charges and in terms 
of rupee payment are also approached for aid. It is a notable 
thing that aid from socialist countries in these main lines 
helpful to industrialisation is being made available. In 
contrast it has to be noted that aid from the imperialist 
countries is not being made available mainly to the. state 
sector nor essentially in heavy engineering, oil exploration 
etc.
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The Fourth Feature is that land reforms have been 

promised dan the matter of ceiling on holdings, distribution, 
cheap credit, fertilisers, canal water etc.

The Fifth Feature is that as basis for all development, 
the Parliament has adopted socialism as its objective. ■ 

. This Congress calls upon the working-class to sec that 
these promises are fulfilled. ; ; ’

The Plan is sought to be frustrated by foreign monopoly 
interests and reactionary vested interests^ who only look to 
their selfish aggrandisement, the former because if it were 
fulfilled'the power of colonialism gets weakened and the latter 
because, the success of socialist objectives and the-state 
sector weakens their hold on'the life of the democratic ' 
masses. " ' - .

The attack on the core of the Plan must be taken as an ' 
attack on the•freedom of the country,and its future properity. 
The trade, unions must educate the workers on the necessity to 
fulfil the basic features and the danger to them at the. hands 
Of reactionary forces and the harm its: failure would inflict on 
all the people of the country. All actions of foreign 
monopolists or local vested interests that goto violate or 
weaken the basic features should evoke protest actions from.all 
trade unions.

This Congress takes note of the fact the execution of . the 
Plan is mainly carried thru the bureaucratic agencies, who are 
not amenable to criticisms and'proposals of the democratic, masses 
and their organisations. Evon elected Works Committees in the 
concerns in the State. Sector are not many a time recognised or 
allowed to criticise or make proposals, . Trade Unions not to the 
liking of the Government or tho employer,are not recognised and 
are discriminated against. Trade union recognition and 
consultation is an essential element in the fulfilment of the Plan 
Works, as without democratic participation thru the elected

...............3



organisations of the people the Government agencies alone are 
not enough to discharge the tasks correctly and speedily. 
Democratic participation is also necessary to fight corruption 
and nepotism that has boon found to prevail in many instances 
in the working of the Plan, its enterprises, services and 

administration.
While calling upon the Trade Unions to work for the 

fulfilment of the core of the Plan or its essential features, 
the Trade Unions must also see that the workers' interests 
are not harmed in the name of the Plan and that these interests 
also are defended. In fact as fulfilment of the Plan and 
prosperity grow it should lead to the improvements in the 
condition of the working-class, in the gradual increase in the 
share of the working-class in the national income and that the 
economic and political policies of the ruling circles are so 
informed that the democratic and T.U. right are widened and 
not restricted.

Defence and fulfilment of the Plan and defence of the 
interests of the people are not contradictory but must go 
together both strengthen the freedom and independence of the. 
country against colonialism and overcome the backward' 
conditions in which the people of India wore kept by foreign 
rule.

Ernakulam, 29th December 1957.



Q^- TRIPARTITE AGREEMENTS,
The Fifteenth Indian Labour conference which met in Delni 

on 11th and. 12th July 1957 considered, ^n^ other things Wage 
policy, Rationalisation, industrial Housing, Discipline in in st.. y 
etc. Re-fixation of .wages thru consumption units gen^^^ 
principle has been accepted# Preconditions for Rationalisatl°n 
«ieo been conceded. The need for more houses tor workers and ®im 
plifying the procedure have been raised by the d 6
The spirit of code of discipline in industry has to be respected 
by all the parties# Those aro some of the vital ^PUds 
which the tt«m.u uniom movement in this country has boon concen* 
trating for a number of years# These decisions of the Indian 
Labour conference, taken as an integrated whole, constitu o an 
advance on the past, and this Congress holiovoe they can form 
tho basis of now turn in labour relations if properly implemented#

(2) Regarding Rationalisation a model draft was accepted 
and the main criterion is national necessity# The implementa
tion should not result in retrenchment or loss pf warnings ox 
existing workers. The benefits of Rationalisation to be shared 
equitably between tho workers and employers# A standard work 
load, has to be fixed and tho Trude Unions will have to be con
sulted at all stage. Experience shows that although the 
Employers’ organisations like All India Manufacturers Association, 
Employers’ Federation of India ana the All India organisation 
of Ifiusurial Employers ore parties to this. agreement, mxjc many 
employers arc not respecting to terms of this agreement# This 
Conference culls upon tho Trade unions and workers to bo Vigilant 
and struggle to see that the spirit of the agreement is carried 
out in future and taken suitable stops to compel the employers 
to abide by the agreement#

(2) Re -ruing the Code of Discipline in Industry it was 
aarued that there should be a just recognition by employers and 
workers of either party and a proper and willing discharge by 
either party of its obligations consequent upon such a recognition 
However the draft prepared by the sub-committee of the standing 
mfimittua mooting of tho conference in as much as it sought to San ^all strikes? Thore was, a provision expressing disapproval 
to any non-employoo office bearer of Tr^do Unions tor indulging 
in action against the spirit of the Code. The Government also 
sought to hold sAcological enquiry into cases where longstanding 
danger to discipline is apprehended. The AITUC objected to the 
above aspects being included in the code. It was further pointe ., 
out that the sociological enquiry contemplated is one Sided# 
There are number of cases of what may be called "pockets where 
employers habitually engage in violating all law and pausing 
provocation to workers. Such pockets of employers discipline 
ard anti-social behaviour must also bo brought within the scope 
of such an enquiry, if at all an enquiry i§ sought to be made.

(4) The standing Labour committee which finalised tho 
draft has taken into consideration tho objections raised by the 
AITUC# Thore is now no reference to the onesided enquiry 
n ■ of non-employoo office bearer. But tho question of
strikers still left vague# Although ban on strikes is removed , 
tho Code provides as follows, namely "that there should Do n 
strike or lock-out without notice".

’’That affirming their faith in democratic principles, 
they blnl thamsolvos to settle all future dlfforoncos, dasputos, 
'■nd. ffricvancos by mutual negotiations, conciliation and 
voluntary arbitration". If however, negotiations ana voluntary 
a2i?S.tibns also fail as they do oven now, the workers must bo 

tfeif ?isht to SWik. Those provisions 
"st it ^do applicable to the government as an oaploycr.
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■ • (5) Therefore, this conferende ‘of the AITUC, while- endorsing 
the decisions on Wages,' Rationalisation 'and'
considers theCud~ wf discipline <*s' defective and onesidede .Un
less the Right to strlx^'is guaranty as a-\test-xesQrt^tr£^ 
unions recognised, on the basis of a democrat-; „n+/_
the provision made applicable:to the state also as art edpivyor, 
AITUC cannot endorse the Code of Discipline* This session of 
the AITUC urges upon the Guycrn-ii.unt to bake steps to rc-uudy the 
defects in the Code* .



DRAFT RESOULUTION ON T.U, RIGHTS.

With the achievement of independence, efforts at national 
reconstruction and advance in the working class movement are faced 
with new responsibilities. However, the attitude of the Government 
of India and the State Governments with the single exception of Kerala 
Government towards Trade Union Rights has not changed. In general, 
Trade Union Rights are conferred formally but denied in practice, 
working class struggles are sought to be suppressed by force, and there 
is victimisation of genuine trade unions and trade union activists. 
The provisions of the Employees standing Orders Act and the model orders 
are so made as to violate the dignity and self respect of the worker 
inside the factory. In many States the provision of the B.Ir. Act and 
similar enactments impose on the workers unions amenable to the will of 
the Government and the employers which denies to the workers free 
exorcise of the right of collective bargaining and representation through 
the union of their choice. Recently the Government of India faced 
with the strike of the Central Government Employees, specially the P & T 
Workers, passed an ordinance prohibiting strike in essential services 
without assuring any responsibility for settling the disputes. Now 
the Government of India has made vital amendments to the Government 
Service Conduct Rules affecting even the fundamental rights of freedom 
of association guaranteed by the Constitution of India. The worst 
features of these amendments are those which seek to make it a 21s 
misconduct meriting dismissal if a Government employee enrolls as a 
member of any union which though registered under the Indian Trade 
Unions Act, 1926, is not recognised within six months by the Government। 
secondly no employee can participate in demonstrations of any kind, 
however peaceful they may bej thirdly they bar all collective repre
sentations thus denying the fundamental right of collective bargaining. 
In this way the Code of Discipline arrived at by the 15th Labour Con
ference is violated by the Government itself, which was a party to 
the Code and is the biggest employer in the Country.

The 25th session of the AITUC therefore demands that:- 
i). Police interference in industrial disputes should endj 
ii). Trade Unions be statutorily recognised in the basis of secret 

ballot of all workers working in any industry or establishment5 
iii)* The Standing Orders Act and Model brders be immediately ammended 

especially with reference to definitions of insabordination and 
misconduct and replaced by a suitable enactment in which the 
rights and dignity of the workers at his place of work are 
guaranteed5 and

iv). Recent amendments to the Government Service conduct Rules be 
immediately cancelled.
This session appeal to workers and trade union organisation

of all opinions and affiliations to unitedly demand from the Governments 
concerned that those demands be immediately conceded.

This session congratulates the Government of Kerala on the
policy they have adopted as regards non-interference by the Police 
in peaceful industrial disputes and the load they have given in the 
recognition of genuine unions of workers in the State sector.



DRAFT RESOLUTION ON UNITY.<!!■ 1111 Hi । 1.1 i i< m. u.i nmi i - r—« »■■■ ui— > uu—..nit nr mi iri»iwm mn——m

This t/ertyfifth session of the.All Indi:. Tr.ide Uni.n
C-n n . bus with satisfaction the growth ox the will of the 
workers of India to strengthen unity in action, and cooperation 
in order to improve their economic and social conditions, to def
end their trade union and democratic rights, to contribute to the 
reconstruction of their country and to safeguard peace and fre&^pm.

• Since Gho Twontyffiutidisessiun .1 the AITUC luld in Calcutta 
in 195®, this will, reilooting the needs of the workers, has been 
manifested in numerous struggles in which orkors and trade unions 
of various views- and affiliations have jointly participated,, for 
example, tea garden workers of Bengal and Taiilnad, the Textile 
workers of Kanpur,. T illnad, A pritsor‘and B-mbay, the coal 'union, 
in different parts of the country, the Railway workers of Kalka and 
Northern ixdxx Railways, Engineering workers of Burnpur, Jajshud- 
pur and many others. The united struggle of the Bank Eaployoes, the 
working journalists and bf the Central Government Employees part
icularly ol the P d T W-.-i'' ..ors} clearly show not only the need of 
the movement and the wide-spread desire.among the workers for 
unity and united action, but also the gains that can accrue to 
them from such action.

At a number of places united unions of workers have been formed 
giving organisational steps to the urge ..for unity. United trade 
federations on State and All India leVul n.Ve been formed in many 
trades for example in P & T, Defence, Central Government Employ
ees, Insurance^ Betr. Icun, Motor Tr...ns ) rt n.rars, Bank W...rkers, 
and others. The AITUC greets the formation of such united unions 
and trade federations as organs of trado-uni-n unity.

On. various issues, the four national T.U.centres have, taken 
similar stand. To mention a.few, all the. four have expressed them
selves in favour of an immediate increase in wages, a rational 
wage structure, against uncontrolled rationalisation injurious to 
workers, flor adequate social security measures, for'bettor living 
and working condition, for national reconstruction, for internat
ional peace, against .Atom B-mb and Nuclear Tests, solidarity with 
the anti-colonial struggles of the E yptian, Al arfan, Indonesian 
and other peoples. All the four national centres as well as a largo 
number of autonomous trade federations have again'and again reit
erated their earnest desire to achieve T.U.Unity. However, one of 
the national centres has held forth the question of ideological 
differences as standing in the way of unity. But the experience of 
united trade federations in which all trends in the trade union 
movement are represented belies the objection to unity.

There is no valid reason why. the existence of commbri'demands 
should not lead to more continuous cooperation. It is not necess
ary to ..free on everything and to hold the same political opinions 
in order to achieve unity of action.

«n outstanding example of united .ction on a national scale is 
the outcome of the deliberations of the last Labour Conference, 
where the united stand of the ^ITUC- INYUC, MS and UTUC on Various 
matters made it possible to secure agreements benofitial to the 
workers on the question of wages, rationalisation and other matt- . 
ers. Similar experience exists in many States.

On the basis at the sxporience accumulated m the past years, 
it has become clear that:-

/contd. • • • * •
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Jhenever there has been united action by workers and. Trade 
Unions d ^x;orent affiliations, it has been possible to 

• win appreciable gains where divergencies and division dom
inated in trade unions, the struggles of the workers have 
ocen made more difficult and result dubuous.

Evon when there is organisational division in the T.U.move- 
ment, tnere exists a community of duifcnds which makes the xnx 
united action sought, by the workers both possible and in
evitable.- - . ’

The unity ol the T.U.movement has new been more necessary than 
ever. It is important to.achieve it in order to.satisfy the work
ers’ demands and to ensure better life, ixhxKxkxxn liberties and 
peace. But the workers profound wish for unity can be transformed 
into reality only if they increase their efforts, to overcome all 
the obstacles that lie in the way.

The ^ITUC reiterates the platform for unity it has already 
put forward as a basis for furthering unity in action, and organ
isational unity. In order to further facilitate the growth of unity, 
this session of the hlTUG puts forward the following suggestionss

(1) . .Whenever two or. more unions exist in any industry or fact
ory, efforts must be made .to democratically unite them, into one 
united union, so 'as to achieve the slogan ^f one union in one ind
ustry, through mutual agreement guaranteeing to all the right to be 
adequately or proportionately .represented in all organs...of the 
union, it an ^.teriUtivu er secret ' ballot may be taken of all work
ers concerned and the union which secures a majority should be 
supported by all factions. The 41,ituc on its part agrees to repre
sentation being given to various trends by mutual agreement in 
the union which secures, a majority vote.

(2) . .In cities ana districts' dll unions should join together 
to form city jr district. T.U.Councils or Committeesc Each union 
should be .free to affiliate itself to any national' TeUoCcntres if 
it so.chooses, but the city or district T.U.Counci or Committee 
may not affiliate to any central T.U.Centre, unless it be by a unan
imous decision. '

(3) .Trade Federations; not-'.affiliated to any national T.U'. 
centres should be formed at state arid national level. Member unions 
should be free to affiliate themselves' to any national T .Wo Cent re 
if they so desire. r

(4) .Joint consultative and action should be promoted, aed-ng 
S^atu Cwmia-tteos of National T.U.Centres and the National Centres 
by drawing up a Joint minimum immediate programme already.exists 
in.the wide area of agreement on various issues and issues on which 
there is he agreement can be voluntarily left out.

The AITUC feels that if such an approach is adopted not.only 
will it be possible to defend the vital interests of the working 
class, but it will be possible to clear the way towards a united 
national centres of T.Us. in India.

The session appeals to all workers of whatever opinion, and 
affiliation they.may be to sink their differences and to earnestly 
and sincerely work for achieving unity in act! ,on and organisation 
so that the Indian oernin.., class may be assunwd of its' rightful 
place in society and can play its role in the cause of socialism, 
national reconstruction, peace and freedom.



This 25 th Session of. the All India Trade Union Congress 
considers that the prime need of India today' is to undertake ' 
and fulfil the schemes of industrialisation of the country, and 
augumenting its food production.

The Second Five Year Plan-in'principle is orientated 
towards industrialisation in as much as it has undertaken to 
build iron and steel plants, heavy engineering plants, coal , 
mining machinery, oil exploration and drilling^nd^so^ru ^The^ 

completion of these schemes will strengthen the economy of the 
country and open the way to economic independence.

This Congress considers the following main features of the 
Second Five Year Plan deserve to be emphasised and calls upon 
the working-class to see that they are carried out despite the 
opposition of vested interests. The first feature is that large 
part of the investments are and should be made in the State 

' Sector, the enlargement of whose scope, brings these.spheres of 
the economy under the scrutiny of the Parliament and Legislatures, 
makes them amenable to popular control thereby and enables the 
working-class also, to exercise its influence over them.

The Second Feature is that heavy engineering., machine 
building, coal mining, oil ^lonatio^£a^ 

and the state sector to speed up their development.
The Third Feature is that for all this development, sole 

reliance is not to bo placed on aid from capitalist countries; 
but countries of the socialist camp, whose aid is given without 
strings, without profiteering and onerous charges and.in terms 
of rupee payment are also approached for aid. It is a notable 
thing that aid from socialist countries in those main lines 
helpful to industrialisation is being made available. In /- 
contrast It has to bo noted that aid from the imperialist 
countries is not being made available mainly to the state 
sector nor essentially in heavy engineering, oil exploration 
etc.
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The Fourth Feature is that land reforms have been 

promised iin the matter of ceiling on holdings, distribution, 

cheap credit, fertilisers, canal water etc.
The Fifth Feature is,that as basis for all development, 

the Parliament has adopted socialism as its objective.
This Congress calls upon the working-class to seo that 

these promises arc fulfilled.
The Plan is sought to be frustrated by foreign monopoly 

interests and reactionary vested interests, who only look to 
their selfish aggrandisement, the former because if it were 
fulfilled'the power of colonialism gets weakened and the latter 
because, the success of socialist objectives and the state 
sector weakens their hold on the life of the democratic 

masses.
The attack on the core of the Plan must be taken as an 

attack on the freedom of the country and its future properity. 
The trade unions must educate the workers on the necessity to 
fulfil the basic features and the danger to them at the hands 
of reactionary forces and the harm itss failure would inflict on 
all the people, of the country. All actions of foreign 
monopolists or local vested interests that go to violate or 
weaken the basic features should evoke protest actions from all 
trade unions.

This Congress takes note of the fact the execution of the 
Plan is mainly carried thru the bureaucratic agencies, who are 
not amenable to criticisms and proposals of the democratic, masses 
and their organisations. Evon elected Works Committees in the 
concerns in the State Sector are not many a time recognised or 
allowed to criticise or make proposals. Trade Unions not to the 
liking of the Government or the employer are not recognised and 
are discriminated against. Trade union recognition and 
consultation is an essential clement in the fulfilment of the Plan 
Works, as without democratic participation thru the elected

3
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organisations of the.people the Government agencies alone are 
not enough to discharge the tasks correctly and speedily. 
Democratic participation is also necessary to fight corruption 
and nepotism that has been found to prevail in many instances 
in the working of the Plan, its enterprises, services and. 
administration.

While calling upon the Trade Unions to work for the 
fulfilment of the core of the Plan or its essential features, 
the Trade Unions must also see that the workers' interests 
are not harmed in the name of the Plan and that these interests 
also arc defended. In fact as fulfilment of the Plan and 
prosperity grow it should lead to the improvements in the 
condition of the working-class, in the gradual increase in the 
share of the working-class in the national income and that the 
economic and political policies of the ruling circles are so 
informed that the democratic and T.U. right are widened and 
not restricted.

Deience and fulfilment of the Plan and defence of the 
interests of the people are not contradictory but must go 
together both strengthen the freedom and independence of the 
country against colonialism and overcome the backward 
conditions in which the people of India wore kept by foreign 
rule,

Ernakulam, 29th December 1957.



on •
Trade Unions and workers of all views and affiliations 

have,-,for a. dong .time .past . boon .raising protests against the 

non-implemuntation of those provisions of existing laws which 

safeguard, the.rights ..and interests.of the workers, against 

Violation: of agree icnts .by .the employers mutually arrived 

at . either, privately.-, or in the course of conciliation pro- 
ceedings .and against- nonrimplemontation or awards in favour 

h workers... - t :
. .. The conference, notes that the pur si st ant struggle of

the workers had .led to the. recognition oy the States 

Labour ministers assembled recently at their l^th conier- 

ence,- of, the justness of the workers’ demanus in this reg

ard. But .-except in Kerala, no .practical stops have

been taken to remove .these ...def ucts. ..
This 25th session of the AITUC (i).Calls upon the 

State Governments to immediately take steps to eniorce 
all labour legislations in their respectivestates in 

consultation with all the trade unions in their areas? 
(11).to make suitable amendments in parlous legilsations 

and administration in consultation with trade union with a 

view to more effective enforcing legislation and recurring 

lacunae? and
(iii).to enforce all settlements mutually arrived at and all 

awards of tribunals and to provide that the aggrieved party 

may dodge a complaint before the appropriate judicial auth- 

ority directly in case of non-implomentation of awards and 

settlements.
This conference appeals all workers and trade unions t. 

unitedly raise their voice in order to achieve the aoovo

demands•



RESOLUTION ON PONDICHERRY.

Though three years have elapsed since the people of 
Pondicherry State liberated this foreign pocket in India 
held by French Imperialism for over two centuaries,'yet 
the reactionary forces in France are still delaying the 
ratification of the Pact for "defure” transfer of former 
French pockets to Government .of India* This delay in the 
full constitutional integration of Pondicherry with Indian 
Union denies the people of Pondicherry State the opport- 

with the people of India in all 
unity to join^thsir struggles for a democratic life and 
enjoy a life of fall pledged freedom*

This Congress demands that immediate transfer of-these 

territories should be effected without delay*





DRAFT 

ON SOCIAL SECURITY. . . 

The Twenty fifth..Session of the AU India Trade Union 

Congress views with great concern the existing situation 

obtaining in the working of even the limited Social Security 

measures in our country more specially in the scope and the * 
administration of the Employees.1 State Insurance' Scheme, The 

A.I.T.U.C. warns the Government that immediate steps taken to 

remedy the defects in the Scheme, and remove the difficulties 

facing the workers call upon all the workers and the Trade 

Unions irrespective of affiliations to unitedly struggle to 

secure the necessary improvements and the amendments.

The A.I.T.U.C. firmly reiterates the universal urge of 

the working people that social security is the fundamental' 

right of all the working people and should be guaranteed by 

law without any discrimination of any sort, at the cost of the 

State and the Employers। who must protect the workers to- begin 

with and later all citizens against social' risks. In the 

first place adequate protection to all workers against sickness, 

maternity disablement, temporary or permanent, old age, work 

accidents and occupational dioeases, total and partial 

unemployment must be provided, '

In the back ground of low wages, and high unemployment, 

workers and Trade Unions in our country have felt the need of 

social security measures eVen more keenly and have been demanding 

them for quite long. And the government and the employers had 

not only to accept in principle the need of social security 

measures but had also to concede in practice such measures like 

The Provident Fund, Employees' State Insurance and Lay Off and 

Retrenchment Compensation,

The working of those schemes during the last 6-7 years 

has hot only revealed their inadequacy and narrowness of scope 

but has also brought to the fore serious difficulties for the 

workers due to the bureaucratic administration of these schemes



resulting in delay and red-tapoism when the purpose is to confer 

immediate benefit in emergent situations and lack of a , : 

comprehensive co-ordinated approach .resulting in waste and 

anarchy . ....... . , .

The Trade.Unions in general and the A. I.T.U.C. in 

particular have been agitating.for specific improvements and 

remedies and demanding an enlargement of scope and an ...... 

integration of all these measures into an integrated 

comprehensive social security scheme.

The Second Five Year Plan recognised this fact and 

recommended that, the different Social.Security measures be 

combined into a comprehensive SOCIAL SECURITY.SCHEME for the 

working:, people.

The A.I..T.U.C. recommends an integration of all these. . 

schemes and the creation of a common fund and common , . . ..

administration, with effective participation in it by the. Trade 

Unions at all levels. . The A.I,T.U.C. isfirmly of the.opinion 

,that the workers shall contribute to only the Provident Fund ... 

which, could .be raised to and all other, benefits . such as 

sickness, disablement, maternity,, retirement, Lay-Off or. 

retrenchment should all be provided.to them free.

Even while steps have to. be taken for the preparation of 

such an integrated comprehensive Social Security Scheme, 

■ immediate and urgent stops have to be taken to.improve upon,,the 

existing scheme.

The Indore Session of the General.Council of the A.I.T.U.C. 

had called on the Government.two years ago. to. effect immediate, 

improvements in.the Employees• State Insurance Scheme. But this 

Session of the A.I.T.U.C. is pained to.note that the Governments 

concerned have.not taken, any step to remedy the situation.

It is tragic to note that the Employees' contribution to 

the Scheme in 1956 - 56 has been of as high an order as

Rs. 2,39,61,290 where' as. that of the Employers was only Rs.2,25,29,288.
. 0 0 0 . 0 . ..3
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The total benefits that the workers have received during that 
year are only Rs*l,35,99,589. The. Employers have contributed- 
less than the Employees.- .And the benefits received by the 
employees is just a little over half of even their own• 
contribution;

The .corporation took a decision more than two years ago 
to extend the benefits to the families of the workers. But it 
remains yet to be implemented*

The Trade Unions have been clamouring for proper medical 
facilities and hospitalisation. The corporation took a 
decision, in 1954 that- they would provide one general bed for 
every 800 insured persons, one T.B. Bed for every 1,600 employees 
and one maternity bed for every 500 women employees. The 
corporation also decided that they would build annexes to 
existing hospitals for this purpose, and where there is the need 
for 100 beds according to this formula, they would construct 
their own hospitals*

Firstly the provision of beds is inadequate. And 
secondly even this has not been implemented. -Some of the 
Governments of States where the scheme is in operation are 
opposing the implementation of those decisions.

In Calcutta 4tself it is reported that there are 1,000 
T.B. cases awaiting admission to hospitals, Workers in many 
places suffering from.. T.B. abhor approaching the Insurance 
authorities, for fear, of losing the job.

No where have - the promised annexes been constructed except 
in Coimbatore. And no where has a hospital been built except in 
Madras. -

. The schedule of medicines from which a Panel Doctor has 
to prescribe ife inadequate and thp procedure to get expert 
consultation and special medicines, is so laborious and cumbursome.

The procedure of payment of. benefit involves a lot of 
bureaucratic redtapeigm involving a great waste of time and 

:.4
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expenditure on the part of the employee. In a' City like 

Calcutta there are 20‘,00Q employees waiting to Weeive the 

benefits. And even in a small place like Ujjain there ate 800 

employees who arc yet to receive the cash benefit. Not in 

frequently a worker has to spend Six months to even an Year 

for getting the cash benefits.
The Trade Unions and Trade Union Contres are not given an 

effective voice in the administration of this scheme. The 

A.I.T.U.C. is systematically discriminated against. The AITUC 

is not represented oh many regional committees, the standing 

committee and the Medical Benefit Councils and other 

specialised committees except the general body of the Corporation. 

Evon otherwise the suggestions made by the Trade Union 

representatives oh such committees arc not heeded to.

Such are some of the most glaring difficulties that the 

workers are facing inspite of such heavy contribution by them to 

the cost of the scheme.

Such are the' defects in the very workingof the scheme 

that tend to defeat the very purpose of the Scheme.

This Session of the A.I.T.U.C. therefore demands of the 

Government of India, the various Governments of the States 

where the Scheme is in operation and the authorities of the 
Corporation to immediately make ; the following amendments' in the'' 

scope and the working of the scheme if the scheme is to succeed 

and not allowed to be wrecked by the vested' interests'who have 

opposed it from the very inception.
' 1) Immediate construction of Hospitals under the' Corporation 

in all major centres like Calcutta, Bombay, Delhi, Kanpur, 

Ahemadbad, Hyderbad, etc., and construction of annexes to 

existing hospitals in all other centres 5
2) Immediate revision of the schedule of drugs and medicines 

to be prescribed by the Panel Doctor^
3) Provision of ambulance and- first aid facilities and a 

. • ■ ■ sufficient number of diagnostic centres5
......5



4) Ponding the final integration of Employees1 State 
Insurance with in an oyer all. social security soheme. 
providing benefits to the workers free of cost., 
immediate reduction by 50/6 in the contribution of the 
employees। .

. 5) Extension of all the.benefits including hospitalisation 
and maternity, to the. families of the workers,;

6) Abolition of waiting period for sickness and temporary 
disablement benefits;

7) Immediate increase in the quantum of cash benefits under 
the... Scheme such as maternity and disablement benefits.;

8) Eradication of administrative delay and redtapeism by 

providing immediate cash payment at the factory or the 
dispensary and effective representation to the Trade 
Unions of.the A.I.T.U.C. at all levels beginning with the 
factory level.itself; .

9) Full representation to the A.I.T.U.C. National Centre and 

.its.State Committees in the local committees, regional 
and State Committees and the Standing Committee and the 
Medical benefits councils and such other bodies of the 
Corporation.

The A.I.T.U.C. calls upon the workers and trade unions to 
unitedly fight for securing these improvements immediately.

With regards, to the Provident Fund Scheme, the trade union 
movement in general .and the A.I.T.U.C, in particular have been 
consistently demanding the extension of this scheme to all the 
workers without any exception and make many more improvements in 
the scope and the working of the scheme... But the Government 
has not paid sufficient heed to these demands. All recent 
amendments relate only to the extension of the scheme to other, 
sections and that too haltingly.

This Session of the A.I,T.U.C. reiterates,the demands of 
the Trade Union movements in this country thats-
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i) The Provident Fund Scheme be. extended to all the 

factories and all the'industries without any without 

any exception?
ii) All the qualifying conditions restricting the workers 

from drawing the entire amount including the Employees' 
Contribution and the qualifying period of one year to 
join the scheme should be removed forthwith?

iii) Local authorities should disburse the Provident Fund 

amount ?
iv) and The workers should be entitled to draw loans from uhe 

Fund in all.emergency situations and for all emergency 
requirements.
This Session of the A.I.T.U.C. reiterates the demand of 

the Indian trade union movement that the .provision in the 
Industrial Disputes Act confirming the Lay-Off and Retrenchment 
Compensation should be further improved upon to provide?

i) Lay-Off Compensation for the. entire period in involuntary 

unemployment 5
ii) No deduction of Lay-Off Compensation from the notice pay 

or Retrenchment Compensation when retrenchment follows 
as a period of Lay-Off and . •

iii) Obligatory recruitment of the retrenched employees when 
vacancy arises strictly in accordance with the seniority. 
This Session of the All India Trade Union Congress also 

feels that there is no provision for statutory service gratuity 
in case of superannuation, voluntary retrenchment from service, 
or on termination of service by the employer for whatever reason 
or on death. With the introduction of Provident Fund Scheme 
some employers are exhibiting the tendency of doing away with 
the gratuity scheme obtaining'in their concerns.

It is therefore, necessary that a statutory scheme of 
compensatory service gratuity be instituted providing 
retrenchment benefit in all these cases and the 
creation of a gratuity fund under the control of the 
Government. „



The All India Trade Union Congress calls upon the 
Government to not only expediate the formation of a comprehensive 
Social Security Scheme but also to take urgent steps to 
improve the scope and the working of the E.S.I. Scheme and the 
Provident Fund Scheme and to institute a Service Gratuity Scheme.

The A.I.T.U.C. calls upon all the Trade Unions to fight 
for these SOCIAL SECURITY MEASURES unitedly irrespective of 
AFFILIATIONS or NO AFFILIATIONS.

It is gratifying to note that all the NATIONAL TRADE UNION 
CENTRES are unanimous in their demands in this field. The 
A.I.T.U.C. therefore, invites the I.N.T.U.C., the H.M.S. and the 
U.T.U.C. to evoke a joint platform of approach to this urgent need 
and united action to secure this vital demand of workers.



ON _IhPLgk.WTATIQN OF LABOUR LAWS, AGRfeEikJa^ •

Trade Unions/and workers of all views and. afiilia'tions 

have for a long t-UQ. -past bcu.n raising proUsts against the 

non-implumentatdpnf of those provisions of existing laws which- 

safeguard-the rights- and Interests of the workers, ■ againsu 

violation of agree ;ents by the employers mutually arrived. 

at either privately or in., the course of conciliation pro

ceedings and. against non-implementation or awards in favour 

of workers. ■ . g ' -
The conference notes that the pursistant struggle Of 

the workers had led to the recognition xf by the States 

Labour ministers assembled recently at rheir l-xth conier- 

ence, of the justness of the; workersdemands in this reg

ard. But so far, except in Kerala, no practical stops have 

been taken to remove these defects.

This 25th session of the AITUC (i).Calls upon the 

State Governments to immediately take steps to enforce 

all labour legislations in their respective states in 

consultation with all the trade unions in their areas? 

(ii).to make suitable amendments in parlous legilsations 

and administration in consultation with trade union with a 

view to more effective enforcing legislation and recurring 

lacunae? and
(iii).to enforce all settlements mutually arrived at and all 

awards of tribunals and to provide that the aggrieved party 

may dodge a complaint oefore the appropriate judicial auth- 

ority directly in case of nun-implementation of awards and 

settlements.

This conference appeals all workers and trade unions t. 

unitedly raise their voice in order to achieve the above

demands•
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‘ > RESOLUTION ON PONDICHERRY.

Though three years have elapsed, since the people ox 
Pondicherry State liberated this foreign pocket in India 
held by French Imperialism for over two centuaries,'yet 
the reactionary forces in France are still delaying the 
ratification of the Pact for "defure” transfer of former 
French pockets to Government of India# This delay in the 
full constitutional integration of Pondicherry with Indian 
Union denies the people of Pondicherry State the opport- 

with the people of India in all _ ■ 
unity to join/their struggles for a democratic life an 
enjoy a Life of fall pledged freedom.

This Congress demands that immediate transfer of these 

territories should be effected without delay.



TaL oUPAd -E CPU PT AND AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION.

The 2uth session of the AITUC views with grave concern the 

trend, in the decisions of the Supreme/ Court which seriously 

affect the xor king class interests and. curtails their hard.-won 

trade union rights and liberties. Sceeped in conservative ideas 

of property rights, the Supreme Court is exhibiting in the dec

isions a complete lack of undertaking of the requirements of the 

times and the necessities of social progress. Many of its decis

ions have nullified the hard-won gains of the working class both 

by way of tribunal awards and statutory laws. One ox its lucxfion 

cent to tn^ ^xtund of characterising criticise of the management 

by a trade union official aio-conuuct meritin,; dismissal.

Further, Um. sound by a. nurrov’ legalistic outlook, the 

Supreme Court grants cx-purte stM- ihi^l^hoantation of awards, 

pending disposal of appeals which often takes years. As a result 

u. .o |>orMcrs lose and hiiVc little ho^ jy^ttlng social

^usticw through. the i«A.ch incry suttis^nt of industrial disputoes

These tesu.uncies oj the S .;n., c L>. & sj?o taken ..u.v..ra o ' £,/ 

the employers who have been increasingly resorting to the m

Court '.ith the mi4 ui ucieating and relaying sorkers gains through 

tribunals awards.

The AITUC therefore, calls upon Govern .ont to characterise 

access to Supreme Court as deliberate delaying tactics on the 

part of the employers and to take suitable action against it.

The AITUC further do^.nds that the Government we India should 

also take the necessary steps to carry out suitable amendments 

to the constitution in order to prevent the employers from obst

acles much-needed improvement in the living and working condit

ions of the workers.

- — _0Ou—-



DRAFT
ON RELEASE OF POLITICAL PRISONERS.,

The 25th Session of the AITUC views with grave concern 
the continued imprisonment in different jails of a number of 
political prisoners arrested or convicted in connection with 
the democratic movement of workers and peasants. Among them 
are the West Bengal prisoners connected with the Dum Dum 
Basirhat, Kakdwip & Jessop cases, several Hyderabad prisoners 
connected with the Telengana peasant movement, Madras prisoners 
connected with the Tinnevelly, Madura, Ramnad, and Tlruppur 
cases, Bihar prisoners of the Dharmabad case, and the Manipur 

peasant prisoners.
Though the Penal Code sections under which they have 

been convicted relate to ordinary crimes, these prisoners were 
all actuated by what they considered at the time to be in the 
political and economic interests of the-working people. Many 
of them have been in prison for long years and are seriously 

ill.
The AITUC therefore demands that a general amnesty be 

declared and all political prisoners in the country be released 
unconditionally, and urges upon the Government of India to take 
necessary action to ensure that such a step is uniformly 
adopted by the various State Governments concerned.
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Off TRIPARTITE AGR^MOTS AW CODE QF DISC IODINE.

The Fifteenth Indian Labour conference which met in Delhi 
on 11th and 12th July 1957 considered, among other things_Wages 
Policy, - Rationalisation, industrial Housing, Discipline, in industry 
etc• .Re-fixation‘of wages 'thru consumption units and a general 
principle has been accepted. Preconditions for Rationalisation have 
also been conceded., ..The need fdr more houses fOr' workers and sim
plifying'' the’ ■procedure, have been raised by the'state Ministers also* 
The spirit of‘code of discipline in industry has to be respected 
by all the parties. Those arc some of the vital issues on 
which the Uniom movement in this country has been concen
trating for a number of years. These decisions of the Indian 
Lacour conference, taken as an integrated whole, constitute an 
advance on the past, and this"Congress believes they can form 
the basis of new turn in labour relations if properly implemented.

(2) Regarding Rationalisation a model draft was accepted 
and the main criterion is national necessity. The implementa
tion should not result in retrenchment or loss of earnings of 
existing workers. The benefits of Rationalisation to bo shared 
equitably between the Workers and employers. A standard wofk 
load has to be fixed and the Trade unions will.have to bo con
sulted at all stage. Experience shows that although the 
Employers’ organisations like All India Manufacturers Association, 
Employers’ Federation of inuda and chw All India organisation 
of inuusurlai Employers are parties to this agreement, many 
employers are not respecting to terms of this agreement. This 
Cuniwrencu culls upon the Trade unions and workers to be vigilant 
and struggle to see that the spirit of the agreement is carried 
out in future and taken suitable steps to compel the employers 
to abide by the agreement.

(3) ,-ruing the. code of Discipline in Industry it was
agreed that there should be a just recognition by employers and 
workers of either party and a proper and willing discharge by 
either party of its obligations consequent upon such a recognition. 
However the draft prepared by the sub-committee of the standing 
Committee mooting of the conference in as much as it sought, to 
ban all strikes. There was, a provision expressing disapproval 
to any non-omployqo office bearer of Tr^do unions for indulging 
in action against the spirit of the Code* The Government also 
sought to hold s^cological enquiry into cases where longstanding 
danger to discipline is apprehended. The AITUC objected to the 
above aspects being included in the code. It was further pointed 
out that the sociological enquiry contemplated is one sided. 
There are number of cases of what may be called ’’pockets” where 
employers habitually engage in violating all law and causing 
provocation to workers.' Such pockets of employers discipline • 
ani anti-social behaviour must also be brought within the scope 
of such an enquiry,- if at all an enquiry is sought to be made.

(4) The standing Labour Committee which finalised the 
draft has taken into consideration the objections raised by the 
AITUC There is now no reference to the onesided enquiry or 
censure of non-employeo office bearer. But the question of 
strike is still left vague. ’ Although ban on strikes is removed , 
the code provides as follows, namely, ’’that there should be no 
strike or lock-out without notice”.

’’That affirming their faith in democratic principles, 
they bind themselves to settle all future differences, disputes, 
and grievances by mutual negotiations, conciliation and 
voluntary arbitration’’. If however, negotiations and voluntary 
arbitrations also fail as they do oven now, the workers must bo 
at liberty to exercise their right to strike. These provisions 
must bo made applicable to the Government as an employer.

4 c 2
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(5) Therefore,- this Conference of the AITUC, while'ondorsing 
the decisions on Wages, Rationalisation and. Housing policy, 
considers the CW-. ,of. dis^ u^xectivy ana ones idea e Un
less the Right H>Jd';-St^iAe-db-%uarantte^^
unions.- recognised. on ..the basis of ^a democr at- _ .wA*
the ■provision .hade applicable to tho;'.stfetd<;dlev1^
AI.TUC. canhut "endphsa 'the' Cdd‘d"of; D^&dx^'lxndi •'-Tl'lts- ^-desslorh Of 
the Al,*TUp\ urgvs upon the n^Vern;Writ' 'W ^vpd;,ib ru^ -

"■-a? ■ ■ - 1 ’
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DRAFT RESOULUTION ON T.U. RIGHTS.

With the achievement of independence, efforts at national 
reconstruction and advance in the working class movement are faced 
with new responsibilities. However, the attitude of the Government 
of India and the State Governments with the single- exception of Kerala 
Government towards Trade Union Rights has not changed. In general, 
Trade Union Rights are conferred formally but denied in practice, 
working class struggles arc sought to be suppressed by force, and there 
is victimisation of genuine trade unions and trade union activists. 
The provisions of the Employees standing Orders Act and the model orders 
are so made as to violate the dignity and self respect of the worker 
inside the factory. In many States the provision of the B.Ir. Act and 
similar enactments impose on the workers unions amenable to the will of 
the Government and the employers which denies to the workers free 
exorcise of the right of collective bargaining and representation through 
the union of their choice. Recently the Government of India faced 
with the strike of the Central Government Employees, specially the P & T 
Workers, passed an ordinance prohibiting strike in essential services 
without assuring any responsibility for settling the disputes. Now 
the Government of India has made vital amendments to the Government 
Service Conduct Rules affecting even the fundamental rights of freedom 
of association guaranteed by the Constitution of India. The worst 
features of these amendments ore those which seek to make it a m 
misconduct meriting dismissal if a Government employee enrolls as a 
member of any union which though registered under the Indian Trade 
Unions Act, 1926, is not recognised within six months by the Government; 
secondly no employee can participate in demonstrations of any kind, 
however peaceful they may bo;, thirdly they bar all collective repre
sentations thus denying the fundamental right of collective bargaining. 
In this way the Code of Discipline arrived at by the 15th Labour Con
ference is violated by the Government itself, which was a party to 
the Code and is the biggest employer in the Country.

The 25th session of the AITUC therefore demands that
i) . Police interference in industrial disputes should end;
ii) . Trade Unions be statutorily recognised in the basis of secret 

ballot of all workers working in any industry or establishment,’
iii) . The Standing Orders Act and Model Orders be immediately ammended

especially with reference to definitions of insabordination and 
misconduct and replaced by a suitable enactment in which the 
rights and dignity of the workers at his place of work are 
guaranteed; and

iv) .. Recent amendments to the Government Service conduct Rules bc- 
immediately cancelled.
This session appeal to workers and trade union organisations

of all opinions and affiliations to unitedly demand from the Governments 
concerned that those demands be immediately conceded.

This session congratulates the Government of Kerala on the
policy they have adopted as regards non-interference by the Police 
in peaceful industrial disputes and the load they have given in the 
recognition of genuine unions of workers in the State sector.

------ ---- qQq^^.------



'f SPEECH OF THE TEADER OF THE SOVIET TRADE DELEGATION 26TH 0^1957.

Dear Comrades, Friends J
ALLOW me on behalf of the All-Union Central Council of Trade 

Unions to tender the delegates of the Twenty-fifth Conference 0± 
the All India Trade Union Congress and the entire working class o 
India warmest friendly greetings from the trade unions and working 
people of the Soviet Union.

Allow me also to express sincere"thanks for the invitation 
to the Soviet trade unions to attend your conference, and for the 
fraternal reception accorded to us. We see this as an expression 
of the profound and sincere friendship binding the peoples of India 
and the Soviet Union..

Having thrown off the yoke of colonial oppression, the _ 
Indian people are successfully achieving regular development oi _ 
their country's economy and culture. The Soviet trade unions and. 
all the working people of.our country follow with great interest the 
transformations occurring in your country. We meet the successes 
of the Indian people in the course of these transformation with 
exceptional happiness and render them disinterested fraternal 
friendship. . -

In ten years since independence, war proclaimed, India has 
emerged on the broad international scene.

The Soviet people know very well the desire of the Indian 
working people to live in peace and.friendship, with the people of 
the entire world.

Together with the Soviet Union and the Chinese People's 
Republic India did much to achieve the truce’in Korea, to stop 
military operations in Vietnam, in mobilizing the forces of peace 
for the rebuff to aggression against Egypt, Syria and other Arab 
States.

■India is making a great contribution to the reinforcement of 
world,peace? it was one of the initiators of the great Bandung 
Conference which united Africa and Asia in the fight against 
colonialism? it performed a great service in outlining together 
with the Chinese People's Republic the five principles of peaceful 
co-existence, the Pancha Shila. These principles have found wide 
recognition in more than thirty countries, with a total population 
of a thousand five hundred million people. They have also found 
warm support of all’the Soviet people and their Government.

Expressing the will of the people of our.country, the 
Soviet Government has repeatedly been proposing decisive measures 
for disarmament, persistently demanding a ban on atomic, hydrogen, 
and other types of weapons of mass destruction.

These measures are widely supported by all peace-loving 
countries and peoples, since they reflect a policy of peace and 
friendly co-operation bringing mankind riddance of the horrors.of 
another war.

The Soviet trade unions and all the working people of our 
country are happy that the India-Soviet friendship is strengthening 
and developing from.year to year, in keeping with the interests not 
only of our own peoples, but with the interests of all nations.

Mutual visits by most prominent.statesmen of our countries 
were of great importance in furthering our friendly ties.
Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru's visit to the Soviet Union and Nikita 
Khrushchov's and Nikolai Bulganin's visit to India were cause for 
grand demonstrations by millions of our peoples showing the whole 
world the unshakeable friendship between India and the Soviet Union.
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There is no doubt that...the friendly; relations- ahd' economic 
co-operation between Indihyand .the- U continue to grow
from year to-year 9 for the benefit of . bo th our nations.

Not long ago, the peoples of the Soviet . .Union, and together 
with us progressive./.people everywhere, marked /a. notable date, the 
fortieth anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution, 
In these forty years, the Soviet Union has achieved figantic 
economic and cultural transformations. As a result of the 
victory of socialism in our country, we have forever done away 
with the exploitation of man by man; unemployment has been 
abolished; mighty modern industries and a highly-developed 

- socialist agriculture, have been created; the living and cultural 
standards of the working people have risen immeasurably.

In economic development, the Soviet Union has left behind 
the greatest capitalist countries, and in industrial production 
holds second place in.the world.

Steel smelting.increased from 4.2 million tons in 1913 to 
a; 51 million this year. . While in 1913 Russia produced two and a 

■ half times loss iron than Britain, and less than ’France, the
• USSR now produces considerably more iron than Britain, France, and 
Belgium taken together.

The USSR now holds the first place in Eropo and the second 
in the world in the production of coal, and third place in oil. 
Generation .of electricity increased from 1,900 million kilowatt- 

/ hours in 1913 to 210,000 million kilowatt-hours this year. As 
.far machine-building, suffee it to say that it grew together with 
metal-working more than 200 times in the Soviet Union since 1913. 
The country's gross industrial output increased-33 times in that 

•period. The manufacture of the means of production increased 74 
. times.- " .. . 7 ■ . .1 n . "

In the forty years of Soviet power, our agriculture changed 
radically. Instead of the previous.boundless' ocean of tiny 
peasant holdings, there, now are large collective farms equipped with 

■ modern machinery- • ' ’-

The living■standard of the people is steadily rising on the 
foundation ofeour growing industrial and agricultural production.

. Real wages ate increasing. Under the sixth, five-year plan alone, 
real wagos are. to increase- about 30 per cent.

. Z Last year,^several, large-scale measures were undertaken to
further raise the working people.1 s living standards., Social, 
security was considerably improved; the paid leave for pregnancy 
and maternity was . increased-to-112 days' for working women; the 

. working 'day for juveniles' was shortened without any cut in pay;
all working pobple- have a shorter day on Saturdays and on holiday 
eves. The transfer to a forty-hour working working week has begun, 
and for workers.underground, the working week was reduced to 36 
hours, -without any cut in pay.

- Wo have achieved a cultural revolution in my. country. Many 
years ago we have finished with illiteracy* - There is compulsory 
10 years education for all the citizens ofthe USSR. At present, 
50 -million, people, one-fourth of -the. Soviet population, study in 
one form or another. - While, pre-revolutionary Russia had less than 
200,000 specialists with a secondary or higher education., wo new 
have. 6,3 million, Two million students study in. our colleges.
That1 s . two and a half, times more than, in all the- capitalist nxuntxxwx 
countries, of Europe.-taken together.'.

" ' ' Z .. :-;C ■ 0.3



The multitude of qualified scientific and technical 
personnel and the high level of socialist economy have made it 
possible for- my country to successfully solvo many most 
important scientific and technical problems. Wo built the 
world's first atomic electric station, launched tho world's 
first atomic ice-breaker, and successfully launched tho Earth's 
first articicial satellites.

A great part in achieving 
the Soviet trade unions, uniting 
working people and participating 
socialist up-building.

those successes was played by i 
at present more than 49 million 
most actively in all spheres of

Tho Soviet people have won historical victories in economy 
and culture, buu they have before thorn still groat tasks to build 
communism^ those tasks will be carried out successfully, since we 
have airoady brouCht about a socialist society. The USSR is now 
not the only country building a new life5 together with the Soviet 
union chore is a large closely-knit family of socialist countries, 
joining over 950 million people. Proletarian solidarity and the 
moru.1 support and sympathy of the workers and progressive people 
throughout the world arc a great help to us.

To build communism, we need peace. But it is not only wo 
wno need peace. All working people on earth need it; the 
preservation of peace is in keeping with the basic interests of 
the international proletarian movement.

. That was just why the recent Fourth World Congress of Trade 
Unions devoted so much tine to the fight for peace, for 
disarmament, lor.prohibition of atomic and hydrogen weapons, and 
against preparations for another world war, that is, the questions 
humanity is most concerned about now, upon which the life and well- 
em^ oi hundreds and millions of working people depend so much.

The preservation of peace is in the center of attention for 
t T?G way to PrGsbrve peace is outlined r-n pe?G? Manifesto adopted at tho November Conference in Moscow 

of Communist and Workers' Parties from more than 60 counteies.

.. Peace can be preserved," tho Manifesto points out, "only 
whom peace is dear unite their efforts, increase their 

tin schemes of the war-mongers, and realise to
AS*Xh is in SQ duty *° lntens1^ the f0

puts now strength into the hearts of SHI?0?0 P?0?10 °f S°od will in this noble struggle and firm
for mankind0 triunph of thG iust cause of peace in a bright future

a^Hn fS ■a11™ 130 dear Conrados, to thank you onco
tho noft cordiS 2 °Ur d°h?atlon to J"0™ co^ess and for
,c mo^r cordial iadoption accorded to us here. Perm't no alqn tn 

^reat fruitful success in your activities for"the benefit
of the working class and all the working people of India.

Long live 
peoples of India thu unbreakable fraternal friendship between tho 

ana the Soviet Union J
Long live world peace J
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AGAINST COLONIALISM

The 25th Session of the AITUC expresses its firm

conviction, that the system of colonialism is rep idly 

approaching its doom and.notes withsatisfaction the immense 

advances recorded by' the peoples of Asia, Africa, Latin 

America: and'.':the Arab' countries of the: Near, and Middle East in 

their Struggle for the achievement arid consolidation of national 

independence. Before this wave of rcsurgcment humanity, 

imperialism is: inevitably being'beaten back and compelled in 

cburitry. after country-to yield in; one form or another, to the 

demand for freedom from imperialist political rule*

... . .. . .. All the same time, the AITUC warns the workers against 

.complacency and reminds them to be vigilant against new .. . 

imperialist agressions as was seen in the attack on Egypt and

. provocations against Syria in the Arab, countries,. and maneoures 

^/riimc^'at retaining.and even extending economic and financial 

domination over countries which are politically independent.

Those .maneoures together with continued direct.occupation of 

•■'several colonial, territories such as Algeria1, Cyprus, parts of 

. Africa, West Irian (Indonesia), Goa, etc* constitute a serious 

danger which must be unremittingly fought* ;

■’ In the interests of world peace and democracy, it is 

' the'sacred duty of the Indian workers to support firmly the 

national liberation struggles of all oppressed and enslaved 

peoples, and to. demonstrate active solidarity with them as 

against'the colonial' exploiters. : The AITUC, therefore, calls 

'upon the workers to discharge this task as an integral part of 

their trade union activities. ■
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;J ' . RESOLUTION ON PEACE AID THE "BANNING OF WEAPONS OF

MASS DESTRUCTION • '
/ . i 1 -A ’ . .. . ' J ..-'

The 25th Congress of the AITUC expresses. its deep 
conviction that the preservation of world peace and.the 
relaxation of international tension must be made one of the 
major activities of all the 'worker s/ and;, trade unions of India,, 
without distinction..

'U- ; '.'S' .‘.'W: '.'"W S J j S.l j/; :
The workers,cannot but be concerned at the colossal 

wastage of material and human resources., involved in the .?. 
armaments race between the great Powers, at the continued 
creation of military bases;by the Western: imperialist States 
which also threaten the independence of peoples and countries, 
and at the' menac ’d'of-'tbfri'blo war' of mass ,de:striict£on arising . 
out of the।production and stockpiling of atomic and 
thermo-nuclear weapons. ya

The workers of India fully., .realise that the armajments 
race, policy of cold war, creation of aggressive pacts ©nd 
military bases, etc. havea direct bearing on their .own..living 
standards because the immense resources of the world which could 
have been utilised for assistance to rapid development of 
under-developed countries, are now being wasted on military ■i'! ’’ 
expenditure. This contradiction has become even more strikingly 
obvious with the recent Soviet achievements in the peaceful uses, 
of atomic energy and'the launching of the first artifical earth 
satellites, .

Further, the peace and sovereignty of India are menaced ' 
by the Baghdad 'and SEATO pacts, by the Portuguese occupation of . 
Goa, and by the deliberate imperialist policy of utilising the 
Kashmir is-sue to aggravate Indo-Pakistani & international 
tension. The radioactivity resulting from A-Bomb and H-Bomb 
tests menaces the people of India equally with all-other peoples 
of the world. .

In those circumstances, it is the duty of all workers and 
their trade-unions to: take up morevigorously the noble cause 
of defending Peace and saving humanity from a terrible nuclear 
war. The basis 'for such/vigorous, and united activity by the 
workers already exists in the more or less common stand adopted: 
on these issues by the four central trade union organisations.' ,.

The unanimous adoption by the 82 countries of the United 
Nations of the resolution on peaceful co-existance sponsored by 
India,.Jugoslavia and Sweden is a. great event in the fight for ..... 
peace in as much the peoples of all nations of the world along 
with their Governments have put peace-coexistence- on the banner 
of their international relations.

This Session of the AITUC welcomes the appeal of'Prime 
Minister Nehru to the stand of the great powers of the world 
Possessing .atomic power to ban the bomb tests and the Government 
oi the USSR in favour of Peace and disarmament, and favourable 
response it has received from all, and especially the 
unequivocal stand of the Government of USSR for a ban on nuclear 
weapons and the ending of tests. ' ' 
. ... xiITUC appeals to the workers of India to take greater 
initiative in the campaign for peace, to cooperate more closely 
with the activities of tho All-India Peace Council and to 
intensify their efforts for a ban on the manufacture, testing 
and use of atomic and hydrogen weapons, for an all-inclusive 
agreement on disarmament, and on the liquidation of agressive 
military pacts and bases on foreign soil.



RESOLUTION ON PEACE AND THE.BANNING OF WEAPONS OF
MASS DESTRUCTION

The. 25th Congress of the AITUC expresses its deep 
. conviction that the preservation of world peace- and.the 

relaxation of international tension must be made one of the 
major activities of all the workers and ■trade unions of India^ 
without distinction. . .. ■ ,...

The workers.cannot but bo concerned at the colossal 
wastage of material' and' human' resources involved in the . . \ 
armaments race between the great Powers, at the continued 
creation of military bases by the'Western imperialist States. . y 
.which also threaten the., independence, of peoples and countries, 
and at the menace of terrible wa:m of mass destruction arising j 
out of .the production and. stockpiling of atomic and 
thermo-nuclear weapons. -

The workers of India fully realise that the.armaments 
race, policy of cold war,, creation o.f aggressive pacts and 
military bases, etc., have a direct bearing on their 6wn living, 
standards because the immense resources of the world which could 
have been utilised for assistance to rapid development of - 
under-developed..countries, are., now being wasted on military 
expenditure. This contradiction has -.become even more strikingly 
obvious with the. recent Soviet achievements in the peaceful uses, 
of atomic energy and the launching of the first artifical earth 
satellites, .

■.-..Further, the peace and sovereignty of India are menaced 
by the Baghdad and SEATO pacts, by-the Portuguese occupation of 
Goa,- and by the deliberate imperialist policy of utilising the 
Kashmir issue to aggravate Indo-Pakistani & international 
tension. .. .The. radioactivity resulting from A-Bomb and H-Bomb 
tests menaces the people of India'equally with all other peoples 
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;. -.a-. In these-, circumstances, it is the. duty of all workers, and 
their trade unions to take up more vigorously -the noble cause., 
of defending Peace .and saving humanity from a terrible nuclear 
war. The basis for such Vigorbus and united"-feetiVity by the. 
workers already exists in.the more or less common stand adopted 
on these issues by the four central trade union organisations.

The unanimous adoption'by'the’ 82' countries of the United 
Nations of -the. resolution on peaceful co-existance sponsored by 
India, Jugoslavia'and Sweden is a 'great eVent in the fight for 
peace in as much the peoples, of all nations of the world along 
with their Governments' have put peace-coexistence on the- banner 
of their international relations..
yU■:. . Ihis Session of the AITUC welcomes the appeal of Prime 
Minister Nehru to the stand of the great powers of the world.

■ possessing atomic, .power to ban the bomb tests and the Government 
of the USSR in favour of Peace and disarmament and favourable 
response it has received from all, and especially the 
unequivocal stand of the Government of USSR for. a ban on-nuclear 
weapons and the ending of tests.

The AITUC appeals to the workers of India to take greater 
initiative in the campaign for peace, to cooperate more closely 
with the activities of the All-India Peace Council and to 
intensify their efforts for a ban on the manufacture, testing 
and use of atomic and hydrogen weapons, for an all-inclusive 
agreement on disarmament, and on the liquidation of agressive 
military pacts and bases on foreign soil. pto



THx. SUPHE ,E COUHT AND AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION.

The Doth session of the AITUC views with grave concern the 

trend, in the decisions of the Supreme^ Court which seriously 

affect thewrking class interests and. curtails their hard.-won 

trade union rights and liberties. Steeped in conservative ideas 

of property rights, the Supreme Court is exhibiting in the dec

isions a complete lack of undertaking of the requirements of the 

times and the necessities of social progress. Many of its decis

ions have nullified the hard-won gains of the working class both 

by way of tribunal awards and statutory laws. One ox its umition 

went to tne extend ox characterising criticise of the management 

by a trade union official mis-conduct meriting dismissal.

Further, ,>iue bound by a narrow legalistic outlook, the 

Since e Court grants ex-arte stay oi iaplu.mentation of awards, 

pending disposal of appeals which often takes years. As a result 

b. o or ders lose oabience and have dibble ho >e ay mLtlng social 

^vsticw th.rou._;h th- . ...ci icer / xur settle ent oh industrial disputces 

Those tendencies qj bho S .. .xu c La. s arc taken savant.....;o o/ Z/ 

the employers who have seen increasingly resorting to the Su.rxm 

Court -,ibA Ite six oi ue.i.eating and delaying '..orders gains through 

tribunals awards•

The AITUC therefore, calls upon Govern .ent to oh. rueteriso 

access bo Supreme Court as deliberate delaying tactics on the 

part of the employers and to take suitable action against it.

Thu AITUC uxrthor de..x.rids that th- Govern, .ent o_ India should 

also take the necessary steps to carry out suitable amendnents 

to the constitution in order to prevent the employers from obst

acles much-needed improvement in the living and working condit

ions of the workers.

----oOo----
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